Any Who Enjoy History Blended With Adventure Will Relish The Turn-Of-The-Century Adventurer Mina Hubbard

My Personal Review:
Any who enjoy history blended with adventure will relish the turn-of-the-century adventurer Mina Hubbard, who journeyed into the Labrador wilderness and changed from a rural nurse into a celebrated female explorer. Mina's husband died of starvation while trying to map Labrador's interior in 1903: wife Mina was devastated not only by his death, but by his partner's accusation that the expedition failed due to her husband's incompetence. Mina launched her own expedition simultaneous to partner Dillon Wallace's second attempt: she followed her late husband's original route and with a native crew won the race to chart Labrador - and became the first white women to contact the elusive Naskapis Indians. Original source material and memoirs blend with Randall Silvis' masterful history in NORTH OF UNKNOWN: MINA HUBBARD'S EXTRAORDINARY EXPEDITION INTO THE LABRADOR WILDERNESS.
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For More 5 Star Customer Reviews and Lowest Price:
North of Unknown: Mina Hubbards Extraordinary Expedition into the Labrador Wilderness by Randall Silvis - 5 Star Customer Reviews and Lowest Price!